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Agile Coaches
Promote successful Agile adoption. Deliver better results.
The quest to transform a business never stops. As an Agile Coach, you have to empower everyone, regardless of
the role they play in an organization, to participate in meaningful ways and strive for continuous improvement.
Through your servant leadership, you can promote a culture of change. But it takes more than a mindset shift to
realize the full potential of Agile at scale.
To scale Agile beyond a siloed group of Agile teams means adding stability to teams, aligning them on a common
planning and delivery cadence, and connecting their work for end-to-end visibility and insights. The software an
organization selects to support Agile adoption and growth can either make or break your efforts. So, why not help
the organizations you’re working with choose software that can propel them to greatness?

HOW PLANVIEW CAN HELP

Provide end-to-end visibility
Effectively align strategy to delivery and see the flow of value
across teams, programs, and portfolios, in real time, with
enterprise Kanban boards.

Model any workflow
Map out team and teams of teams process as it exists today
or leverage best practices with pre-defined Kanban board
templates. Easily adjust boards to represent process changes
as your teams evolve their approach over time.

Connect teams
Connect teams working in a mix of Agile team tools –
including Jira Software, Azure DevOps, Rally Software,
Digital.ai, and more – leveraging an array of workflows and
configurations with a single, highly configurable program or
teams-of-teams board for cross-team collaboration.

Enable coordinated planning and delivery
Support teams in planning, prioritizing, and executing their
work, while providing insights into work status and progress
as well as dependencies, risks, and impediments that can
impact delivery.

Optimize flow and promote continuous
improvement
Utilize board health metrics involving bottlenecks, WIP, and
throughput to guide the optimization of workflows, improve
velocity, and better prioritize efforts for more predictable
delivery. Use Lean and Agile metrics to assess team
performance and promote continuous improvement.

Flexibly implement Agile frameworks
Support the constructs and practices associated with all
Agile methodologies and Enterprise Agile Frameworks like
SAFe®, LeSS, DA, Spotify, and others.

“People can finally see value in what we are asking them to do. When everybody
is engaged, they don’t wonder why they’re doing something. They can see how
their efforts roll up into achieving overall organizational goals.”
– Janette Brace, Agile Coach at Boeing Employees Credit Union

Planview’s Agile Program Management Solution
Whether you want to coordinate and facilitate Program Increment (PI) or Quarterly planning, launch and manage teams of
teams or Agile Release Trains, and/or connect and consolidate disparate Agile teams, Planview’s Agile Program Management
solution brings everything together inside highly configurable program boards. Give your Agile teams a way to visualize, plan,
coordinate, and deliver your organization’s biggest initiatives quickly, effectively, and with clear insight into the value delivered.

To learn more about Planview’s Agile Program Management solution,
watch our product demo: Planview.info/APM-demo-on-demand
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